Radiofrequency plasma antenna generated by femtosecond laser filaments in air
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We demonstrate tunable radiofrequency emission from a meter-long linear plasma column produced in air at atmospheric pressure. A short-lived plasma column is initially produced by femtosecond filamentation and subsequently converted into a long-lived discharge column by application of an external high voltage field. Radiofrequency excitation is fed to the plasma by induction and detected remotely as electromagnetic radiation by a classical antenna.

In a plasma antenna the metallic tube is replaced by a plasma column. Advantages of plasma antennas include fast turn-on and turn-off times, stealth features (a low radar cross-section when de-energized) and reconfigurable shape. This concept has been demonstrated with low density plasma generated inside dielectric tubes. The tube is filled with a low-pressure noble gas which is ignited by applying an intense electric field. Radiation performances of such plasma antenna have been compared favorably with those of conventional metal antennas. They are particularly well-suited for digital communication of data streams. The suggestion that plasma produced by laser pulses can be employed to transport microwave radiation was published more than four decades ago. A pioneer work demonstrated the feasibility of radiofrequency (RF) plasma using a nanosecond laser to induce a discharge in air. More recently attention has been paid to the potentiality of femtosecond filamentation for guiding microwave radiation under atmospheric conditions. During filamentation, a weakly ionized plasma column is created in the wake of an intense fs laser pulse, with an initial electron density of ~ 10^{16} cm^{-3}, a ~ 100 µm diameter and a nanosecond recombination time. The region over which plasma is produced is much longer than the classical Rayleigh length, reaching hundreds of meters in the best cases. Unfortunately, the rapid decay of the filament plasma is a major drawback for the realization of a RF antenna.

In this paper we report the demonstration of a tunable RF plasma antenna based on femtosecond filamentation operating in air at normal pressure. A meter-long plasma column is first initiated by filamentation, and then converted into a long-lived straight discharge by application of a high voltage (HV). Tunable RF oscillation coupled by induction to the plasma is radiated and detected at a distance with a classical reception patch antenna.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. The Ti:Sa CPA laser source used in the experiments delivers laser pulses at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, with an energy E = 300 mJ, a pulse duration t_p ≈ 50 fs, and a central wavelength λ_0 = 800 nm. The laser pulse was chirped to a duration of 700 fs corresponding to a laser peak power of ~ 0.5 TW in order to reduce the risk of damage on optical elements and mirrors. The 4 cm diameter femtosecond laser beam was focused by a f = 5 m lens, producing a bundle of ~50 ionizing filaments with a diameter of 2-3 mm extending over two meters around the geometrical focus of the lens. The plasma column formed by this bundle connected two metallic electrodes separated by a distance D. A high voltage was applied to one of the electrode while the other was grounded. A first series of experiments to test the viability of the concept were performed on 5 cm long discharges by applying a DC voltage of 40 kV. Meter long discharges were obtained by applying HV bursts from a compact Tesla coil. This homemade HV generator was synchronized with the laser pulses and delivered AC voltage with maximum amplitude of ~ 365 kV. The length of the obtained discharges was comprised between 50 and 170 cm. Most experiments were performed with a 96 cm long discharge (see Fig. 2).

An electric current reaching hundreds of Amperes with a 100 ns duration (FWHM) was measured between the two electrodes, proving that plasma lifetime has gained at least 2 orders of magnitude compared with filament in absence of HV discharge. Moreover, the electrical conductivity of the
plasma is increased by at least three orders of magnitude going from ~ 70 Siemens/m for the initial laser filament\textsuperscript{15} to > 4.8 × 10\textsuperscript{4} Siemens/m for the heated filament.

RF excitation was injected in the discharge plasma through an inductive coupler placed near the grounded electrode. Three different couplers were tested, with comparable performances, a solenoid, a Rogowski coil and a resonant cavity. The couplers were designed so as to offer a 50 Ω coil impedance\textsuperscript{16}. They were shielded and carefully insulated to avoid feedback currents towards the radiofrequency chain. A RF frequency wave with maximum power of 35 W was injected in the plasma column via the coupler. It was tunable between 100 MHz and 1 GHz. From the measured incident and reflected powers, we deduced that at least 50\% of the RF power was transmitted to the plasma. The RF signal emitted by the excited plasma column was collected by a planar antenna placed at a distance of 1.5 m from the plasma. The antenna detection band ranged from 100 MHz to 11 GHz. The signal captured by the antenna was fed to an oscilloscope with a 2 Gsamples/sec sampling rate. The signal was treated by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in order to display the RF spectrum in the range of interest.

Figure 3 displays results obtained with the 5 cm long antenna. The figures show successively the spectral response of the reception antenna obtained with the RF alone (Fig. 3-a), with the discharge alone (Fig. 3-b), and with the RF excitation supplied to the discharge (Fig. 3-c). The injected excitation frequency at 970 MHz is clearly apparent in the signal measured by the reception antenna (Fig 3-c). A comparison with the signal detected when the plasma discharge was replaced by a metallic copper wire of 5 mm radius is shown in Fig. 3-d. It shows that the plasma performance as a RF emitter is comparable, within a factor 4, to a conventional antenna.

A typical result obtained with the meter-long plasma is shown in Fig. 4. The light curve (red online) shows the power spectral density which corresponds to the electric field detected by the reception antenna when a RF signal at 140 MHz is injected in the plasma column with the solenoid coupler. A spectral line corresponding to the RF excitation fed to the coupler is clearly emerging from noise. The power spectral density of the background noise measured without discharge but with RF feeding is presented in black for comparison. The signal was comparable, within a factor 4 to that emitted by a copper wire of the same length as the discharge. We have obtained similar results when tuning the RF frequency between 100 MHz and 1 GHz, corresponding to the range of the RF source. In future investigations, one can expect an improvement of the plasma antenna efficiency by increasing the length and the lifetime of the plasma.

We have demonstrated that it is possible to obtain a RF plasma antenna operating with air at normal pressure as a supporting medium. The plasma antenna is able to emit RF waves over a bandwidth spanning at least between 100 MHz and 1 GHz with an electrically controllable length.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimental setup.

FIG. 2. Photography of a laser guided discharge for an interelectrode distance D = 96 cm.
FIG. 3. Power spectral density $S_x$ for an injected frequency $F = 970$ MHz, for an interelectrode distance $D = 5$ cm and a DC bias voltage $V \approx 40$ kV. a) Signal detected with RF source on but no discharge, b) signal in the presence of discharge but without RF, c) signal with discharge and RF, d) signal obtained when the discharge is replaced by a metallic copper rod.

FIG. 4. Power spectral density $S_x$ for an injected frequency $F = 140$ MHz. Black curve is the ambient white-noise without guided discharge but with RF feeding in the solenoid coil at 140 MHz, showing perfect shielding. The guided discharge has a length $D = 96$ cm.